
still freezes still costs still bloats still empties still bends still stills

remarkable river a reduction of costs a consumption of cookies a total of 
loss a crowd of necks a maddening of thoughts an outburst of righteousness 
a rigger on the well a bend of rules a whip of timing a flick of eyelash the ball 
of yarn a laugh of mounded fabric a basket of paper scraps a disagreement of 
wreckage a pleasure of soft a proof of doubts  a spin of sleeps a bundle of fin-
gers a night of loosening a moment in which these all collide

unidentified found object



general chaos but acute 
attacks

carve out the curve of the waning crescent
mistake it  be moon      : 
report

deflated shark balloon 
   almost bellyup
   to the ceiling

nothing seemed to rattle when it shifted directions

a stone a stone’s throw
above the cloud cover

why do you insist on nobility, stiffening

i spontaneously shift to the abstract

    while

the ritual object loosens its blouse



total of loss

wisp of ruin into the sky

the universe as 
a hope-event

hope 
as an event

no sparks nor any sound

lenticular clouds 

seek out the point
the divination embedded

in 

a full moon beam feeling on the face upturned reels

in a state of coldening

it builds me; a wreck each day
 
no, just warmer than alone and reckless



if given eye contact, don’t recoil
but for two beings

the distance runs   tip of nose to screen
breath     fogging over of scene

to land a joke a timed event a party with a preplanned ending
  an ending   rolls out just

 the reports

luminous balls
ghost rockets

silver discs pose a vexing problem

into thick cloud cover
or

 
into doubt

light floats like a leaf horizontal skips

ellipsoides  egg-shaped

objects set aloft



nocturnal lights

with every fact there is the disputable mate
with every statement  another, 
another

             if i leaned forward
              & bit you

the fluorescent glow of the life force 
    
jingling

something whines
something goes on the blink

radar-visceral

radar angels

daylight discs

the ritual object’s bells ring



a metal object on four legsto 
the 
right 
of 
the 
charred 
greenwood 
bushes



with shades of rage   an abundance of mis-
placed sadness

there could be a mouth which is also bucket
filler up!
wooden plank sailing through the yard air
the faintest whistle

the lullaby is scant meaning
shy of easy   to remember
absolutely is not remembered correctly
demand a finite recall

  a softer voice but towards dwell

the universe is a 
sphincter

in a field of lavender 



sharp thread

porcelain sign in the wind  + the sound we hope for

i dissipate/i disperse   i found one trillion 
futures

clear balloon fills but still  air lets
every image pass through  it

a reel sense of   pulling it 
through

my body   even slices




